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It is customary to think that, for the past 170 years, those Jews who have written about history in general and about Jewish history in particular have done so in a clearly modern manner. "History" is taken to mean research in the spirit and style of historical writing as developed in Central and Western Europe. Indeed, it is considered axiomatic that Jewish historiography is a product of the Wissenschaft des Judentums of Central Europe, steeped in the influence of German philosophy and grounded in the legacy of the Haskalah, on the one hand, and of romanticism, on the other. After Isaac Marcus Jost began to publish his History of the Jews in 1820, the historian Heinrich Graetz lauded him for having laid down the indispensable foundations for Jewish historiography, "namely the time and the place"; and Reuven Michael, the author of an intellectual biography of Jost, added that in constructing the framework and in investigating the sources, Jost can be considered to be the founder of Jewish historiography. It is true ... that many attempts had been made since the beginning of the modern era, especially during the Haskalah, in the field of writing history; however, in giving a consecutive description of the different eras, there was no one who preceded Jost.  

Jost's monumental enterprise had indeed been preceded since the earliest days of the Haskalah by more modest attempts to approach Jewish history from a "European" perspective: as far back as the last decades of the eighteenth century, a gap had begun to emerge between the traditional forms of historical writing and a new type of historiography unfamiliar to pious Jews. This is not to say that the chronicles of the previous centuries suddenly disappeared with the appearance of the new Haskalah literature. New editions of such time-honored works as Josippon, Zemah david or Sheerit Yisrael, in the Hebrew original or in Yiddish translation, were still in widespread circulation throughout the Ashkenazic diaspora in the nineteenth century—and among those who spent considerable time in their youth studying these works was the Lithuanian maskil, Mordecai Aaron Guenzburg, who contributed significantly to the dissemination of modern historical information that he translated from German into Hebrew. There was also Abraham Trebitsch's chronicle, Korot ha'ilim (1801), a continuation of the history of the Jewish people from the point where Sheerit Yisrael had ended, which was reprinted in Lvov in the middle of the century. The lines demarcating the borders between this type of work and those of the first maskilim were not always clearly defined, just as the maskilim themselves were at first barely distinguishable from other members of Jewish society. It is true that the works of the maskilim on Jewish history had clear goals, but these same goals were often to be found in other, more conservative works as well. Furthermore, the Haskalah writers initially approached the traditional society, and even sought legitimation within it, through the use of the same type of language and concepts.

However, from that time early in the nineteenth century when history began to be regarded as a value in itself—as one of the ways of redefining the nature of Jewish existence—it was increasingly difficult to reconcile the new historiography with the old. As it became ever more obvious to pious Jews that historical study in the spirit of Wissenschaft des Judentums involved the criticism of sacred texts and was often permeated with a vehement anti-rabinism, so these historiographic works came to be perceived as one more facet of the innovative menace against which the Orthodox response was formulated.

It is the aim of this article to analyze the particular type of historical work that was created in the modern period, which differs from strictly traditional models and yet is regarded by its authors and readers as being part and parcel of traditional Jewish writing: the historiography of Orthodox (or, more precisely, ultra-Orthodox) Judaism. This historiography generally emerged as part of the Orthodox response to the challenge posed by the radical changes transforming much of the Jewish world and, more particularly, as a conscious reaction against the new historiography created by the Wissenschaft des Judentums.

Of course, it can be argued that works of the kind written by Orthodox authors are not really history at all. Certainly, they do not often meet the criteria demanded by modern scholarship. Many of the books written by authors in the Orthodox camp are very different from what is usually considered historical research—in terms of content, argumentation and reasoning, and even form. Nonetheless, the works in this category should be considered a branch, as different and as apart as it may be, of Jewish historiography in the modern era. For one thing, the Orthodox writing of history has increased markedly in the second half of the twentieth century; in the past few years alone, dozens of "in-house" books and hundreds of articles describing the history and ideas of various camps within Orthodoxy have been published. Even more significant, however, is the fact that a number of the views propounded by Orthodox authors have found their place into the present-day public debate on religion and society, and have even been adopted by academic historians.

It is enough to mention as a characteristic example, the place of Orthodox literature in the geographical and historical research of the Old Yishuv—the Jewish community in Palestine that predated the arrival of the Zionists in the country. Scholars gleaned many ideas and a considerable amount of information from works such as Mosad Hayesod, a book dealing with the history of the "Perushim," an Ashkenazic community founded by followers of the Vilna Gaon. The author of
Mosad hayesod stated specifically that his goal was to publish "the historical truth, which sheds much light on the sanctification of God: how long can we remain silent as famous 'historians' run amock with regard to the Old Yishuv, publishing misleading information full of lies?" Even though this work contains assertions that cannot withstand the test of historical criticism and that have a clearly ideological bent, they have nonetheless been incorporated into academic studies as proven historical facts.

At the same time, it cannot be denied that Orthodox works constitute a vital source of information for the study of the pious Jews over the past few centuries. It is impossible, for example, to write any serious work today on Polish Hasidism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries without exhaustive use of the literature created by the Orthodox. Of course, in order to utilize such sources it is essential to understand both the style and the underlying motives of these historians; but those who decry the historical value of Orthodox works cannot simply dismiss them with scorn. The significant presence of Orthodoxy in the Jewish world today likewise requires those scholars who are not members of its community to have at least an acquaintance with its historiography.

In the introduction to Zikhron ya’akov, a history of the Jews of Russia and Poland written by Yaakov Halevi Lipschitz of Kovno, the author’s son—Nottle Lipschitz—describes the nature of his father’s historiographical work in the following words:

For more than fifty years he counterattacked, never putting down his sharp pen nor ceasing to engage in battle against those writers who violated the covenant of our forefathers. By virtue of his phenomenal love of the truth, he remained completely fearless in the debate against the so-called 'religious reformers'... placing himself at the head of those fighters who defended that which is sacred to Israel. His sagacious articles were always perfectly on target as they stripped the mask from those 'innovative' sects and parties whose way is not that of the Torah... Ignoring his own personal life and the financial losses to himself and his sons, he fought like a lion and preserved whatever could be preserved from those who would trample upon the heads of the Holy People. He was indeed like a perfect cistern that does not lose a drop of water—recalling everything he had seen and heard from the giants of the spirit and the leaders of the previous generation, who themselves had been eyewitnesses to those events and ventures; he took all of his memories of the events and deeds of our nation’s history from the year 5600 [1840] to 5682 [1922], gathered and arranged them in a book, and organized the material into a complete work of history that encompasses the life of the Jewish people over such a range of eras, including the struggles of the different parties within our nation, and the persecution and pressure both internal and external. The advantage of this over other such historical works (with a few exceptions) is that some history books have been written on the basis of conjecture, or have based their conclusions on earlier articles in books and in memoirs, even if the events there described had never actually occurred. Their authors did not properly understand the various causes and effects; they did not differentiate between those actively involved and those passively affected in different events and affairs that involved the Jewish people; and indeed they turned dark into light, and light into dark. There have also been many cases in which initiatives and deeds were distorted so that the reader could see no more than their reflected image, but in no way a live, clear and true picture.

In these words, Nottle Lipschitz expressed a basic principle in the writing of Orthodox history: history is inseparable from the defensive struggle against the new movements within Jewish society. Indeed, unlike conventional historical works, those of Orthodoxy rely on response, rebuttal and struggle. After all, the "new" trends that advocated reform of the Jewish world, from the Haskalah to Zionism and Jewish socialism, formulated novel interpretations of Jewish history that were (and are) in direct contradiction to the beliefs, views and values of the traditionalists. Whereas, prior to the modern era, history had no special significance in and of itself in Jewish society, it now became necessary to recruit historiographical weapons in defense of that society and its values. And who could be more suited to write such a defensive history, rebutting the heretic interpretations of the past, than someone (like Yaakov Halevi Lipschitz) who had been actively involved in public service? It is no surprise, then, that Orthodox historiography first appeared at the same time as the other Orthodox reactions to radical change in Jewish society.

Yaakov Halevi Lipschitz began his career as advocate in the struggle against the Haskalah movement in Lithuania at the end of the 1860s, becoming most active in his battle against modern nationalism in the last decades of the century. He published vehement polemical articles against the Haskalah, and he was very much involved in the religious and social controversies in which the East European Orthodox reaction to modernism was formulated. In his words:

I am somebody who has witnessed the affliction of our people in the modern era since the year 5620 [1860]—from the time that the power of the maskilim increased as they drew closer to the governmental authorities, and as many of the uneducated members of the masses, upon whom the maskilim had a great influence with their secular views, were drawn away from the path of the Torah and its commandments. . . . So it was that in the 1870s, a number of the great sages realized that it was now essential and obligatory for Orthodoxy to create an Orthodox press. . . . Ever since then I have not put down the author’s inkwell and, together with the distinguished great rabbinic sages, I have stood in the literary battle against the maskilim—who have come to undermine all the foundations of our religion, may Heaven help us.

Lipschitz adds that, so far as his personal life story is concerned, he is well suited to this type of writing, for he was born in "the Old World," as opposed to the "New World" (the latter referring to the period following the Crimean War), and he still remembered the era that preceded the assault of the innovators upon the walls of Jewish tradition. This unmediated familiarity with the world of the past, defined by Jacob Katz as "the traditional society" before the "crisis," sharpened the response of those of the older generation, who perceived that the younger religious Jews were not fully aware of the vast changes that had already transformed Jewish society. Only one who had lived through the transition could be truly sensitive to the amount of destruction wrought by the modern trends. Paradoxically, Lipschitz exposed the substantive difference between the "traditional," as opposed to "Orthodox," perceptions—a difference that is denied by those Orthodox Jews who describe themselves as transmitting the chain of tradition in totally unaltered form.

On the surface, the new approach of which the author of Zikhron ya’akov speaks appears to have been no more than tactical and political: while the Orthodox
adopted—from their opponents—new methods of organization, writing and publicity, their entire spiritual world remained the same. On a deeper level, however, the reaction to change became in and of itself a fundamental principle; and this in turn signaled a major shift in spiritual focus. The hostile values of the Haskalah and modern nationalism thereby dictated the direction of Orthodox thought; penetrated it; and were internalized by it, either directly or dialectically. This development embraced inter alia, of course, Orthodox historiography. From an auxiliary handmaiden to Torah study, a branch of literature that was at best tolerated and was clearly considered to be secondary within the spiritual world of traditional Jewish society, it was elevated to the level of “true and wise knowledge of past eras and times”—its primary aim being the total negation of modernizing and academic historical writing. The fact that the Orthodox author was so aware of the way in which the maskilim, the disciples of Wissenschaft des Judentums and the nationalist historians viewed the past represented a novel phenomenon unprecedented both in its significance and in its vehement expression. And more than this: the new view of history, which differed so sharply from the traditional conceptions of the Jewish people and its past, was also internalized by Orthodoxy, becoming an integral part of its worldview. The long-established and hence legitimate uses of history by the traditional Jewish society were not cast aside, but history now served to accentuate the crisis and offer a defense. And the Orthodox camp felt that it had no choice but to adopt both the methods and forms employed in the historical literature of the opposition.

In his writings, Lipschitz displayed an awareness of the works produced by the other side, even though those works would appear, at first glance, to have been forbidden reading, and he even recommended that they be subjected to critical scrutiny in order to learn the historical truth “from the confessions of those who are themselves directly involved.” Quoting the maskilim, he sought to reveal their errors and failures. In his polemics with two Haskalah authors, Yehudah Leib Gordon and Moshe Leib Lilienblum, he demonstrated an erudite knowledge of their works. Lipshitz even noted that in his youth the satirical anti-hasidic writings of Yosef Perl were popular reading in those circles of Torah scholars to which he belonged. In this respect, though, Lipshitz remains an exception. For the most part, Orthodox authors zealously refrain from making any acknowledgment of the fact that they have consulted books or articles produced by the opposition. Although willing enough at times to draw upon such “blasphemous” works, the Orthodox historians do so without indicating their sources. The more typical feature of this type of literature, however, is its failure to make any reference whatsoever to non-Orthodox research—though one can tell, by reading between the lines, that the author is fully aware of everything written in the particular field. Non-Orthodox historians are not only to be treated as dangerous and contradicted, they are also to be dismissed from memory and consigned to oblivion. Thus the Orthodox writer of history has to steer between the need to react to innovative historical interpretations opposed to the values of Jewish tradition and his desire to ignore everything written in an alien spirit. The end product represents a new phenomenon, though the traditionalists themselves do not admit to this.

Notte Lipschitz wrote of his father:

Those reminiscences serve as a defense of our fathers and cleanse past generations from the filthy, lying statements of the reformers, which fill their hearts and their petty literature.

Orthodox historical literature is thus meant to reveal the truth of the traditional society that had been concealed by “modern” writers. In other words, it seeks to create an alternative history. True, many of the Orthodox works base themselves on conventional historiography; but the ultimate goal is to present an improved and alternative version of the past.

Orthodox authors set out to expose the subjective character of modern research in order to reveal its ideological and political biases. In fact, according to them, there is only one version, that of the Orthodox world, which is objective. The picture of the past painted by Graetz, Dubnow and others in their camp is fundamentally distorted. It is skewed by the hostility toward traditional society, and even contains an element of libel: it is false by its very nature, partially because of its authors' ignorance of the real facts; and as the creation of heretics and infidels, it is bound to misrepresent the nature of the Orthodox world. In contrast, those who shape the Orthodox view of the past love the object of their research and wish to defend it; their writing is true, for they are men of truth who enjoy the support of the great Torah sages of the generation and its religious leaders, and they have become familiar with the facts through their environment and experience—their world is the internal world of Judaism.

The writings of Rabbi Joseph Isaac Schneersohn, the Rebbe of the Habad (Lubavich) hasidim during the tumultuous era of the revolutions in Russia and the European Holocausts, are a clear example of the link between modern research and the molding of the Orthodox past. Rabbi Joseph Isaac continued a long historiographical tradition in the Habad movement. However, unlike previous works such as Shyvhei HaBesht or the collections of hasidic letters that were sent from Palestine to Eastern Europe (which were all published in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries), Schneersohn's historical writings are suffused with a militantly Orthodox spirit. Having been involved in various battles against the innovative movements of the twentieth century, Schneersohn gave a comprehensive historical picture of Jewish society in Eastern Europe in the course of writing the biographies of his predecessors at the head of the Habad movement. Much of his output was published in separate pamphlets, which were either printed or typewritten for distribution among the hasidim. Close scrutiny reveals that they were written with special attention to the research done by non-Orthodox historians; and a number of items that had become accepted as axiomatic in historical research were here internalized and represented from an Orthodox perspective.

An example is the Admor "HaZemah Zelek" utenu in hahaskalah (The Zemah Zelek and the Haskalah Movement), a biographical booklet on Menahem Mendel Schneersohn (also known as the Zemah Zelek), he was the third in the Lubavitch rabbinc dynasty) that focuses on the historical era of the 1840s, when the Russian government attempted to force the Jews of Russia to study secular subjects and the
Russian language. This pamphlet is replete with footnotes, almost all from Habad publications—with others, unattributed, based on non-Orthodox scholarly research. What is fascinating here is that this work, which a number of modern-day scholars have considered to be a collection of historical materials gleaned from the internal sources of the Habad movement, relies to a considerable extent on the articles of historians whom the author attempts to rebut. A comparison of Schneersohn's pamphlet with an article by the historian Saul Ginsburg shows that certain details and even some of the footnotes were taken from Ginsburg's article, without any reference being made to that fact. This employment of material from the opposing camp, without indicating the source, was put to excellent polemical use when Schneersohn took several facts out of Ginsburg's article, added some archival information taken from printed sources and inserted them into an opposing context. It appears that critical historical research was viewed by Schneersohn as a direct continuation of the attacks leveled by the maskilim against the values of the traditional Jewish society and of the false accusations they had made to the Russian governmental authorities against the Zemah Zedek.

There was in fact a basis for this suspicion: the vicious charges made by the Vilna maskilim against the Zemah Zedek in the 1840s and then reported by them to the Russian authorities, as he battled attempts by the government to force the Russian Jews to receive a secular education, were published at the time in Jost's newspaper, the Isaiahitische Annalen. For his part, Jost in his own historical works did not hesitate to include the most violent charges—again emanating from his allies in Eastern Europe—against the hasidim. The accusations of the Vilna maskilim were likewise quoted by Rabbi Joseph Isaac, who viewed them as part and parcel of the continuous onslaught by the maskilim against the Habad leader of the mid-nineteenth century. But it was obvious to the modern-day reader, to whom his pamphlet was addressed, that these issues were of direct contemporary relevance; the struggle between true Judaism and its enemies was as fierce in the latter half of the twentieth century as in the days of Jost and the maskilim. Thus it was with great relish that Joseph Isaac Schneersohn could quote a letter published in the Isaiahitische Annalen, which described the members of the traditional Jewish society in Eastern Europe as "old-fashioned believers in superstition, their leader being the head of the hasidim, Rabbi [Menahem Mendel] Schneersohn, who is engaged in doing everything possible to foil the merciful plans of the king meant for the Jews' benefit." The implication was clear: the maskilim and their present-day heirs were traitors to the Jewish people, which had every reason to put its trust in the rabbis. Or as it was put in one nineteenth-century source quoted by Rabbi Joseph Isaac Schneersohn.

The rabbis are the ones who have the greatest knowledge of the Torah, being extremely learned wise men of exceptional personal qualities. They enjoy great influence in their communities, are much respected and admired by all segments of the Jewish people, and especially by the hasidim. The hasidim are mostly in business or in the crafts and fill the synagogues and batei midrash three times a day for prayer; they form groups that arise early to recite the Psalms, to study the Mishnah, Talmud, Aggadah and Shulhan arukh; and they send their children, without exception, to study in the hadarim and in the yeshivot. Their young married men are supported by their fathers-in-law and exert themselves in studying the Torah in the synagogues and batei midrash. In every corner to which [I] turned, regardless of whether it was a large or small city or a village, [I] found Torah, the fear of heaven, and piety.

This idealized description of the Jews of Russia before it was infected by the Haskalah, modern nationalism and social radicalism was constantly reproduced in the works of Rabbi Joseph Isaac. However, what is remarkable here is that the above quotation was taken from a work written not by a hasid, but by a Lithuanian maskil enamored of German historiography, Mordecai Aaron Guenzburg, who—as mentioned in Schneersohn's pamphlet—traveled to Lubavitch and studied the lives of the hasidim in the towns of White Russia, Guenzburg prepared a detailed memorandum (whose existence is unconfirmed by any source other than Habad) for the Shiborei Or Vehaskalah (Light and Enlightenment Committee) of the Russian maskilim, in which he allegedly attested to the spiritual power and moral strength of hasidism. Coming as it did from a vehement opponent of the traditional society, such testimony was obviously of first-rate apologetic value: here was a man who had opted for the literature of Europe and foreign historical works over the absolute values of Judaism—and even he was forced to appreciate the light of hasidism! Guenzburg thus becomes one of the "external" witnesses, so numerous in the Orthodox historiography, who, even though they belong to an incompatible and hostile camp, can be brought in to bolster the positive image of the traditional society.

The alleged meeting between Guenzburg and the Lubavicher Rebbe, which again originates exclusively from the Habad movement (it is even possible that the narrator was really referring to a meeting with a different Vilna maskil, Shmuel Yosef Fuenn) was embellished in Schneersohn's pamphlet, utilizing a common motif in the hagiographical literature. The leader of the "good side" and the head of the "bad side" argue, and the defeat of the latter—which can, of course, be anticipated—illustrates the victory of the correct values. It is interesting that, even though Lilenthal himself traveled throughout White Russia, came to Lubavitch, met the Rebbe and actually noted this down for posterity in his memoirs, the Habad narrator spends a great deal of time on the visit by Guenzburg while dismissing the visit by Lilenthal in a few short lines. This transformation of the Vilna maskil Guenzburg into the major villain in the Russian government's attempt to force the Jews to study secular subjects, and his subsequent confession regarding the power and superiority of hasidism over the Haskalah, finds no corroborated in the non-Orthodox historical works. But it is in keeping with the perception of the struggle of the maskilim against the traditional world as an ongoing process, one that began in the days of Moses Mendelssohn and the Berlin Haskalah in the mid-eighteenth century and that has had an unbroken history right down to the present day.

In Schneersohn's booklet, Guenzburg confronts the Rebbe and argues with him about "the necessity of the Haskalah method for the continued existence of the Jews in the diaspora," just as his predecessor, Shimon "the heretic" of Vilna, had argued with Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Lyady in the previous generation. He too, like the legendary Shimon, is able to appreciate the greatness of the Rebbe and the value of hasidic thought, because he himself is a learned man. However, even though (according to the pamphlet) Lilenthal was the grandson of the same Shimon
the “heretic,” he is not seen as fit to provide such an endorsement of the traditional way of life because he himself is a “German”—the term of opprobrium reserved for total freethinkers.

The booklet, in sum, is a mixture of legend and reality, actual events taken from historical works and archives alongside irrational and supernatural motifs, with the main theme being a defense of the Jewish society against its enemies both from within and without. The actual events are well known, but they are sometimes played down almost to the extent of disappearing, while in other cases they are emphasized and made into key developments. Lilienthal, for example, who acted to improve the lot of Russian Jewry, is totally unacceptable, whereas Sir Moses Montefiore, who traveled to Russia in similar circumstances and whose religious conduct and Jewish knowledge were not on what would have been considered an acceptable level for the Jews of Eastern Europe, is depicted as “the saintly minister” who is scrupulous in his observance of the commandments. The primary factor is whether the individual has been granted legitimation in terms of Orthodox thought patterns. Once a historical figure has achieved such legitimation, he can be divorced from his real context and “purified”—or, conversely, the stress can be laid (if necessary) on the shortcomings of a given individual, weighing him down with sin.

Orthodoxy is a multifaceted religiosocial phenomenon. It contains various groups that are far removed from one another, and what divides them is often greater than what they have in common. It is very difficult to compare the positions and views of German neo-Orthodoxy—which was open to the currents of the time and to German culture—with those of Hungarian Orthodoxy, which rejected any outside cultural influences. One should also remember that a major segment of Orthodox society only began to deal with historical documentation and to produce works of the type discussed here in the period after the Second World War, when the remnants of East European Jewry were uprooted from their ancient birthplace and transplanted to the West or to Israel. Such are among the varied and complex factors that have determined the extent to which “secular” historical research has influenced the different kinds of Orthodox historiography, whose authors can be divided into a number of discrete categories.

First, there are the works of history produced by the Torah scholars, as best exemplified, for example, by Yaakov Halevi Lipschitz—in the main, individuals linked to the Lithuanian yeshivot or to the Orthodox circles in Hungary. Many of the works in this group are detailed biographies of rabbis, which are sometimes combined with descriptions of religious, social and political life. Such publications fall somewhere between hagiographical works, like the hasidic Shvitei haBesht, and scholarly biographies based on written sources and verified reminiscences. One of the earliest works of this kind was Aliyat Eliyahu by Rabbi Yehoshua Heshel Levin, published in Vilna in 1856. Unlike the hasidic hagiographic works, this volume does not deal with any supernatural powers of its hero, nor does it contain any miracles or wonders. (It is also not written in the militantly Orthodox tone used in the biographies of a later era.) Lipschitz, too, wrote a book of this type in which he immortalized the memory of his revered teacher, Rabbi Isaac Elhanan Spektor. Those belonging to this school of historiography believe themselves to be carry-

ing on the tradition from one generation to another. Thus, for example, Dov Eiliach notes in his recent biography of Rabbi Hayim of Volozhin that “relating the history of the great sages of Israel and writing this down is nothing new. Such an undertaking and analysis is considered to be in the category of ‘serving the sages’”—and he gives examples of this type of author, including the Vilna Gaon, Rabbi Hayim of Volozhin, Yaakov Lipschitz, and Yehoshua Heshel Levin. What the works of such Torah scholars have in common, according to Hayim Ozer Grodzinski, is that their aim is to present “the history of the Jewish people in holiness . . . the real truth as it was and the [Jewish] religion on its pedestal.” In other words, they are all engaged in the uncompromising struggle against those who “tipped events sideways, attempting to impart concepts, traits and interpretations to the different eras based on their own predilections, casting down those on high and raising up those who were debased.” However, whenever an author thus places any given rabbi or any specific group at the center, he is bound to adopt a fixed viewpoint; he must focus on the marvelous character traits of the specific individual and by the same token downplay the part played by others in those same events, even if the others, too, are members of the fold.

In the second category is the hasidic literature, an example being the aforementioned booklets by the Lubavitch Rebbe. Even in the nineteenth century the Habad movement was exceptional in its awareness of history, and its hasidim were actively engaged in safeguarding traditions and publishing various collections of letters. The tradition of Habad historiography divides into two branches. Starting in the nineteenth century, there began to appear works of an Orthodox character on the Habad hasidim, which nonetheless displayed something of the critical spirit characteristic of academic historiography. This tradition has been continued up to the present day by Chaim Lieberman and Yehoshua Mondschein, for example. But parallel to such works there has coexisted a hagiographical tendency of the type developed by Joseph Isaac Schneersohn and his disciples. Since the Second World War, there has been an upsurge of hasidic publication, and the output has kept increasing in quantity. Various hasidic groups have assembled historical material related to their own groups and have published documents and articles. There is also an interest in the history of hasidism in general. Thus, for example, a magazine has been appearing entitled Nahalat zevi, described as “a forum for hasidic thought and history,” in which readers are asked to gather material on the history of hasidism, very much as Simon Dubnow had appealed to the readers of the Jewish press in Eastern Europe in the 1890s:

We turn with a loving appeal to those who esteem Torah and hasidism—to those who write, to those who have in their archives, or who know where are to be found, hasidic Torah materials or documentation related to hasidic thought or its history, or articles, letters and documents, along with events and stories in writing or orally—to do us the kindness of sending these to us or informing us of them, so that we will be able to include them, with God’s help, in the coming issues, with the aid of Heaven.

However, whereas Dubnow asked for the bricks and mortar to build a structure of national Jewish awareness, the gatherers of material for this Orthodox hasidic journal seek “to hasten thereby the great and awesome day of the coming of God
with the advent of our righteous Messiah.” Indeed, hasidic society has come a long way since the mid-nineteenth century, a period about which a contemporary historian has stated:

Historical writing, whether autobiographical or scholarly, was not regarded as a suitable enterprise for the learned, and even the traditional genre of chronicle writing was not actively encouraged in Eastern European intellectual and literary society. This eschewal of historiography resulted not only in the lack of histories written from the traditionalist perspective but also in the loss of contemporary letters and other unpublished sources. Archive-keeping, like the rest of the historian’s craft, was abandoned to the non-believers.38

Third, reference should be made to the literature of the Old Yishuv. Representative of this category is the previously mentioned Mosad hayesod, one of the better-known products of a large-scale Orthodox publishing enterprise that developed in reaction to the Zionist settlement in Palestine. As is customary with Orthodox writers, the accounts of the non-Zionist Yishuv range from those with a tendency to ignore totally everything that has happened in the country since 1881, to those at the other pole, which claim that members of the pre-Zionist community and their successors represent the true Zionists. In the latter category are works that attribute paramilitary inclinations to prominent families among the first immigrants to Eretz Israel at the beginning of the nineteenth century, crediting them anachronistically with involvement both in various settlement ventures and with political and social ideas that appear later. As opposed to this are works that simply ignore the existence of the state of Israel and of the New Yishuv created in the country over the last century. The reader can learn of the changes that took place in the country only from the fact that the names of new settlements are included among those places into which Orthodox society has reached, or from the references to the opposition of modern institutions and public bodies to Orthodox (haredi) activity.39

A somewhat humorous example of such evasiveness is found in a book that deals with the history of the Habad hasidim in Eretz Israel. A photograph of the Habad synagogue in the Old City of Jerusalem, reproduced to show a stone memorial plaque in honor of the philanthropist Eliyahu David Sasson, depicts a reading of the Torah in which the president of the state of Israel, Zalman Shazar, took part. The caption of the photograph states: “In the background, the stone memorial. Rabbi Shlomo Yosef Zevin ascends to the Torah—next to him is Shazar.”40 As the editor of the book needed a photograph of the stone tablet and as the most suitable one happened to be the president of the Zionist entity, he could not totally ignore his presence in the photograph. The uneducated reader would never learn that, inside the territory with which the book deals for 287 pages, a modern Jewish state has been created.

Similarly, in the literature dealing with the history of the Old Yishuv, one can differentiate between the hasidic writers and the non-hassidic Torah scholars, and sometimes the debate between these two trends as to who was first to settle in the Holy Land is conducted as if the Zionists had never existed. Thus, for example, a hasidic work attempts to prove that the hasidim came to Palestine first, such that “all the immigration thereafter and the development of the Yishuv and the building of the country up to our generation was based upon the infrastructure they established in holiness and purity.”41 Paradoxically, the book answers the claim made in Mosad hayesod (as a reaction to Zionist works) with its own assertion that the hasidim—not the mitnagdim—were the first to settle in the Holy Land. However, the hasidic author does not concern himself with what the New Yishuv accomplished in the country, summing up the great changes that took place as follows: “Again the Land of Israel became the largest center in the entire Jewish world of ‘Torah and fear of God.” It was through this, adds the author, that the divine presence—the Shekinah—again returned to the country, the way for it having been paved by the first hasidic immigrants.42

One of the characteristics of Orthodox historiography is the open and unequivocal declaration of its extrahistorical positions. Whether such a statement is a blistering attack on the writer’s maskilic or Zionist opponent, or whether it takes the form of the writer’s thundering silence, the reader cannot possibly err in the interpretation of history championed by the author. One should not, therefore, be surprised that this genre cannot be divorced from the process of politicization that the Orthodox Jewish society has undergone in recent decades. In this context, the writing of history is meant to serve, inter alia, as a guide for a multifaceted society that discovered historiography somewhat belatedly, but has since adopted it as another tool in its struggle for survival in a changing and threatening world.
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42. *Ibid.* Cf. David Assaf, “‘Kevod Elokim haster davar’: perek nosaf bahistoriografiyah haortodoksit shel habasidut beerez yisrael” *Cathedra* 68 (Summer 1993), 57–66. It is in this context, finally, that brief reference should be made to the “Zionization” of the pre-Zionist Yishuv, a trend fostered by some members of the religious (modern Orthodox, as opposed to ultra-Orthodox) Zionist world. Here the aspiration has manifested itself to prove the importance of the continuity linking what occurred in Palestine before 1881 to what occurred thereafter. Historiographic arguments of this type have exerted major influence on academic historiography in recent years. Thus, Orthodox historical works encompass a wide range, from vehement uncompromising anti-Zionism to an ultra-Zionism whose assumption is that both the students of the Vilna Gaon and the hasidism of the Ba’al Shem Tov were Zionists before the Zionist movement. See, for example, Horowitz (ed.), *Mosad hayesod.*
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